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LTS Gains Prominence by Offering “Unrivaled Growth and Support”  

City of Industry, California –  If the large crowds at the LTS booth during this year’s ISC 
West are any indication of immediate success, then the company’s marketing campaign 
might have something to do with it.  

Earlier this year, LTS launched its new marketing campaign or theme “Unrivaled Growth 
and Support,” that ties into its deep-rooted customer service values.  Values that LTS’ 
customers have come to know over the years of buying surveillance products and 
getting the support they need.  

This makes the process between consultant and security professional more than just 
selling and buying, but building solid business relationships based on loyalty.   

“That’s something unique LTS has,” Ricardo Mella, a security professional who has been 
a LTS customer for four years, said during his stop at the LTS booth. “They are able to 
stay in contact with customers. Every time something new comes out, they give us a 
call. They stay in touch and build a relationship with us.” 

“Unrivaled Growth and Support,” is a message that is carried through to security 
professionals, letting them know together with LTS their businesses can grow and they 
will learn with free workshops, get free firmware, and get free tech support.  The 
company has pride itself on giving the absolute best customer service. 

“She takes care of me.” Theodore Chresso, a security professional and LTS customer 
said about his consultant. “She helps me. She calls me. She makes sure I have the 
product when I need it.” Chresso added.  

As part of the brand, LTS has utilized wild animals in its graphics to signify the products 
it sells and how each species offers others support in the worldly ecosystem, just like a 
system of technologies in security.  

“This company (LTS), they’re keeping up with technology. They’re staying current, that’s 
what I’m looking for,” Joel Losada, a LTS customer said at ISC West 2017. “I love 



 

 
 

technology. I want to be able to give my clients everything they’re looking for and that is 
up to date.”  

Losada became a customer after ISC West 2016, he agreed his consultant has given him 
“Unrivaled Growth and Support” within the year he’s been a customer.  

“She’s very informative. She’s very knowledgeable in the product she sells. She’s always 
on top of me as far as any new products that are coming out, she calls me.” 

It’s the kind of service from LTS that is getting the company recognition in the industry, 
giving it more prominence as a leader in the industry.  

To see how LTS can provide you with “Unrivaled Growth and Support,” log on to 
www.ltsecurityinc.com, and find the branch nearest to you.  

 

About LTS  

LTS is a leader in video surveillance solutions in the category surveillance cameras and 
network video recorders. LTS is a U.S. based company with well-developed collaboration 
partners, and acts independently nationwide. Majority of LTS growth is generated by the full 
video product line; network cameras, NVRs, high definition analog, HDTVI cameras and DVRs, 
PTZ, accessories, and free application software. Visit us at www.ltsecurityinc.com to learn 
more. 
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